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The CBD

The third objective of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) is concerned with the fair and 
equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the 
utilization of genetic resources. 

This is linked to provisions on access; technology 
transfer and IP;

Strongly linked to the issue of “biopiracy”, human 
rights, and the value(s) of genetic resources/ TK;

International ABS regime (2010).



Growing recognition that there is a 
problem called biopiracy/
misappropriation with regard to 
biodiversity and traditional knowledge;

Some proposed solutions include: 

a) disclosure of origin; 

b) certificates 

The basic problem is that we have no 
clear picture of where biodiversity and 
TK are in the system;

Patents and the CBD



Where is Biodiversity
and TK in the system?

A need for quantitative indicators of 
global, regional, national activity;

Links to the 2010 Indicators and 
MDGs on ABS;

The IPC is the key tool for quantitative 
analysis across sectors (PATSTAT);

Use of software mapping, analytics and 
corpus linguistics tools to answer  
questions at a high level of detail. 





Main Indicators - Plants





Main Indicators Biotechnology



Landscaping and
Interrogating Indicators

Use commercial and free ICT tools to interrogate 
indicators;

Large scale landscape mapping (i.e. Micropatent 
Aureka); provides an interactive landscape;

TDA: query construction, who, what where;

Computational Linguistics (i.e. OUP Wordsmith 
Tools)

Indicators can be combined with detailed 
landscaping and analytics;

But... classifiers may require further elaboration.



Patent Publication Trends - Publication Year 
(Country/Instrument)

Traditional Plant Medicines (A61K35/78 and A61K36)



Indicator Landscape View 
(33,610 Documents Clustered on Titles &Abstracts)





Text

Patent Analytics: Thomson Data Analyzer



Corpus Linguistics:  Whole Text Analysis (Wordsmith)



Draft Patent Landscape 
Genome 2001-2003. Sample 50,717 Publications US, EP, WO, JP, GB, DE, FR



Draft Patent Landscape: 
Plant Genomics and Biotechnology 2001-2003



Draft Patent Landscape: 
 Plant and Animal Genomics 2001-2003



Draft Patent Landscape
Cancer and Genomics 2001-2003



Cancer and Patent Thickets?: P - 30; B - 21 ; T- 19 ; O – 29. Red – Myriad Genetics
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Methodological 
Considerations

So... we can provide the quantitative context (indicators) - PATSTAT 
as a new tool; 

We can interrogate indicators as textual landscapes for who, what, 
where, how in a verifiable and repeatable form down to individual 
words; 

Corpus linguistics an important emerging tool;

Analytics capacity moving online (and we are clearly seeing that 
already i.e. stats, text tagging);

A need for combined ‘open’ methods rather than pure black box 
‘expert’ methods as a basis for trust.



Background Info

Global Status and Trends in Intellectual Property 
Claims:

Genomics, proteomics and biotechnology (2004);

Microorganisms (2005);

Mapping Global Status and Trends (2006);

Biodiversity and the Patent System: An introduction 
to research methods (2006);

Biodiversity and the Patent System: Towards 
International Indicators (2007).


